A new approach to vector scattering: the 3s boundary source method.
This paper describes a novel Boundary Source Method (BSM) applied to the vector calculation of electromagnetic fields from a surface defined by the interface between homogenous, isotropic media. In this way, the reflected and transmitted fields are represented as an expansion of the electric fields generated by a basis of orthogonal electric and magnetic dipole sources that are tangential to, and evenly distributed over the surface of interest. The dipole moments required to generate these fields are then calculated according to the extinction theorem of Ewald and Oseen applied at control points situated at either side of the boundary. It is shown that the sources are essentially vector-equivalent Huygens' wavelets applied at discrete points at the boundary and special attention is given to their placement and the corresponding placement of control points according to the Nyquist sampling criteria. The central result of this paper is that the extinction theorem should be applied at control points situated at a distance d = 3s (where s is the separation of the sources) and consequently we refer to the method as 3sBSM. The method is applied to reflection at a plane dielectric surface and a spherical dielectric sphere and good agreement is demonstrated in comparison with the Fresnel equations and Mie series expansion respectively (even at resonance). We conclude that 3sBSM provides an accurate solution to electromagnetic scattering from a bandlimited surface and efficiently avoids the singular surface integrals and special basis functions proposed by others.